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DAVIDE ORECCHIO 

City of Pigs 

 

Supermeat that’s redder than red. Bloodier than a slit vein. Tenderer than a mouthful of 

petals. More nutritious than three whole meals. Humans eat it. Pigs find it revolting ← 

its sponginess, its smell. Pigs refuse PanCarnis. SuperMeat. 

* 

On the marble of the masters, on the plasterboard of the servants. In the conurbation of 

the forebears and the conurbation of the offspring. In the wake of the fathers, in the mold 

of the sons. A pig awakes, regains consciousness, blinks bleary eyes, finds himself in an 

urban park that opens, beyond a roundabout, onto the asphalt, and he’s back in the city, 

he knows the diorama and the ramps of the cloverleaf.   

He opens the door of the MightyJet and steps onto the grass, domesticated grass, 

typical of the microlife of the macrocity—what a disaster, or maybe a stroke of luck, I 

can go home, rest a little, get my thoughts in order, but how do I find home, where am 

I?—thinks Felix and catches sight of a building on the other side of the hedge, of the 

street, that he wants to get to.  

He finds the gate, leaves the park, hastens ahead on the WildBunch but finds no 

one. The city has phony intermediate zones between industry and services, intervals that 

if they were a human you would struggle to find character, and if they were a book, you’d 

say they had no character at all. The building that drew Felix’s attention has no character 

→ warehouse that’s been locked and sealed for who knows how long, windows closed 



tight with shutters shedding woodmeal. There’s nothing. No one. No work, no voice, no 

production. 

He continues along the WildBunch between dozens of similar buildings. Sooner 

or later I’ll come across something or someone, but maybe it’s better if I don’t. He’s 

losing heart, weak from hunger, dejected as his energies abandon him, discouraged by the 

way everything and every creature disintegrates and dissipates, now he heads down a 

narrow street and feels the darkness of empty rooms reflected on the front windows, no 

life and no death either, the gutters are dry, full of spiderwebs and home to mice and 

cockroaches.  

Past sewers past manholes past drains, Felix continues, very unhappy. His snout is 

leaking fat, the sweat of his exertions soiling him. Gates of lead, gates of aluminium. 

Reinforced concrete, plaster. Not even a BigWagon going by. No mettle, no curiosity, no 

logic to his movements, he doesn’t know where he’s headed, but he keeps going. The 

empty house is him, the empty street, him, he’s the protagonist of a walk through the 

rubbish of the neighbourhood where, among the trash bins, he finds himself in the rout, 

the dream, the lost souls.   

He sees himself in the rat’s tail. Sees himself in the sludge. In the ash heap in the 

corner. In the locks smeared with grime. In the flint and gravel soup. A blotch of dried 

urine dismays him. Every ugly thing announces his decline. He meets broken glass and 

loses bone and muscle power, because of his past inertia, because it was enough just to 

crawl? An old man breaks a femur and just sits down, accepting the bed sores as a kind of 

life. The blind man thinks hearing is enough, and clings to it. The pig has nothing but the 

journey, the journey’s necrosis, the journey’s torment, the burden of gangrenous 



journeying. Felix moves on, skimming by, out of focus; he doesn’t know where he’s 

headed. 

He’s losing the will to go on. Now he sees that down there, three intersections 

ahead, two NormoLimbed are instructing pigs, he’s ambushed by enterprise. He stares at 

them the way you stare at fog, at your own sleep. But he doesn’t approach them. He 

wants help but doesn’t ask for it. He trains his bleary eyes on his hooves, takes an even 

narrower street, finds an alleyway in which to stumble. It’s dark, cramped, filthy. The 

wind pours in, lifting up discarded paper, plastic wrap, feathers, hair, bringing them back 

to life, then sucking them in so they lie, cradled, on the ground. Soon the wind will return 

to start up the circus again.  

Think of it as bowels whose job is not to let flow but to retain, and in this gulag 

under the stars, driven left and right by the high walls of colorless tower blocks, install a 

pig moving through the chute. You could liken it to a death rattle, this chute; shift your 

eyes away so as not to see the hooves humiliated by what they trample. But what’s 

trampled is really there, however, its stink and the stuff that sticks to you and 

contaminates you, as well as the ashes, particulate, dried shit, parched dust of the ages, 

walls that grow and loom, vomit of stray animals, feathers of dried-up birds, every stain 

revealing its organic origin, the task of advancing and being only a further type of being, 

the determination to breathe a type of being that nobody cares about except you (solitude, 

a feeble type of being), appetite and nausea, appraisal and revulsion, weakness and inertia 

→ it’s all there together in the pig, until there appears a slit in the wall at the end of the 

alleyway’s narrow berth: a cleft in this cul-de-sac. 



An opening. Felix approaches and studies it. It’s free and offers a way through if 

you crouch on your knees. Investigating the thing Felix wakes up a bit, becomes curious, 

wonders: what is this hole? should I maybe go in?  Waves of heat and the sound of air 

being expelled by a machine emerge from the opening. It’s dark inside but he can just see 

a tube that might be connected to something circulating air. Nearby, on the floor, the seal 

someone’s ripped off. Felix sees discarded food cartons, empty tin cans, beans, rucola 

leaves, dried-out bread, bottles, a pack of sugar, jars of coffee, bones resting on 

polystyrene tubs smeared with blood. Leftovers scattered on the floor below a red wall, as 

if digested and evacuated. They look like the remains of a meal, and he hunkers down, 

puts his head in the tube, then a front hoof, then a knee, the other hoof, the other knee, 

and he’s in. 

Now he’s crawling through the dark tunnel. Drops of water, steam disintegrating, 

fall on him. He slips through the wet walls. Hits a shoulder. Pants. Gets up. The air is 

whirling, the cavern humming. He skins his knees a bit, his hooves, his forelegs, sneezes 

into the damp, bores through the heat. He’s moving backward through this gut from the 

exit toward the entrance. Now there’s light. Something light. He can see that the other 

end is near. There’s light but it’s still dark: one defines the other and vice versa. 

However, the light is growing and the darkness receding. 

 

The tube is not long. He’s already through. Felix is facing a plastic grate. He eyes the 

window slits. There’s a flash and then more light, a light source, in a clean white space 

surrounded by white shelves loaded with goods that Felix doesn’t recognize from a 

distance. It must be food. This must be a bazaar. Of the NormoLimbed. It’s the strategy. 



The food depositories appear in zones of desolation, it wards off danger and attacks, the 

food protected by automatic conveyor belts ← robots distribute the merchandise toward 

Mushrooms, toward Orchids. Pigs don’t visit the bazaar, PanCarnis doesn’t interest pigs, 

pigs are forbidden to enter the bazaar but Felix, undone by coincidences, puzzled by 

enigmas, discouraged by adversities, convinced he’s been shipwrecked, wants to check, 

wants to know, decides to go in, knocks off the grate (which announces that Felix is 

entering), swings his body round, grabs at the wall, lowers his hooves and rests on the 

highest shelf, then the next highest, then the third down meanwhile clutching at the 

bottom shelf, in short descends to the floor and immediately runs to a corner to hide 

where the robots can’t see him. 

In the aisle of the victuals. It’s all white. The boxes too. It’s a long white gondola 

stacked with shelves full of foodstuffs packaged in white. Felix rests a shoulder on the 

shelves. He’s hungry, but what to eat?  He sees no grass and acorns among the 

merchandise, among the edibles, the beverages, prepared foods, baked goods, labels, 

marzipan, delicacies, dainties and every kind of indulgence, canned foods, powdered 

foods, packaged, frozen, precooked, macrobiotic, vitamins, proteins. No grass and acorns. 

He guesses there’s an assortment of pseudomeat, pseudofish, pseudomolluscs → 

simulacra to meet the NormoLimbers’ polyfagic desire to ingest creatures that fly, graze, 

swim. He imagines the surfeit, the glut, the nausea, and feels breathless. He’s hungry. But 

he sees no grass and acorns. Even the most innocuous bread might be some filthy swill.  

He doesn’t know what he’s looking for, or what he’s come to ascertain. In this 

wan white space. A mechanical hoist starts up and frightens Felix. He’s fearful of the 

consumption and the abundance he senses in these goods. The bazaars of the 



WideNostrils are not this opulent. All this squandering upsets him too. What’s in those 

packets, he asks himself again. What processed edibles? What forms—once of life, now 

of feed? Showcases dozens of meters long, many meters high, in the white. Strong white 

light that gives him headache. No window. Merchandise that’s deceased, containing 

refined ex-pseudocreatures as inert products, maybe nutritious maybe harmful. A 

cemetery of disguises. A shell game of packaging and the multiplication of packages, 

white. 

Felix understands the secrets of these places, but they repel him, they’re not made 

for him. He sees no grass, no acorns. He doesn’t know what PanCarnis is. He’s never 

wanted to know, but now he must learn, and he thinks he’s seen where to go, far away, 

shaped like a conveyor belt, at a point where the aisle ends. On the other side to the right 

there’s nothing as far as he can see, as far as where his vision expires short of the fog of 

shelves under the obstinate light. White. And so he moves to the left, without confidence, 

without courage, without making a sound. 

A mountain range of immobile products—apart from the air conditioning, which 

riffles box tops and shifts plastic wrap—presides above Felix as he clambers forward 

cautious as a turtle, and it seems he’ll never arrive. Left hoof, right knee, right hoof, left 

knee. He neither stands nor stops nor retreats, like a turtle ⟶ the place is empty. The 

robots pay no attention. What’s he afraid of? ← in this system he barely understands. 

Fear and stubbornness: the mixture that makes him move forward even though hunkered 

down, but without stopping, like a turtle. More noise. Forklifts, things shifting about 

heard but not seen, deliveries going out on drones, maybe a laugh or a recorded voice, 

frighten him and make him stay down. 



And still he moves forward, hoof and knee, hoof and knee until he arrives at the 

moving belt, a belt of meat. Loaded with rolls, slices and slips. There’s a cutting board. A 

meat grinder. Chicken shears. A cleaver. Thighs of pseudoveal and pseudoturkey. 

Quarters of synthetic beef in the background. Steaks, cutlets, loins, rumps and rounds. 

Also filet, if anyone wants it, and ground meat. 

Felix lifts his snout and senses that it is all the same, this meat; the form may 

change but the substance no, substance that is nearer to orange than to red, shiny, and 

phosphorescent, laid out in slices on the majolica tub. Maybe it’s not even meat, thinks 

Felix. But it is. What it’s not, is pseudomeat. It’s meat, SuperMeat, PanCarnis, and he can 

see that. The category expands to reveal the subspecies: “Chicken-flavored PanCarnis,” 

“Lamb-flavored PanCarnis,” and “Tuna-flavored PanCarnis.” Chameleon-meat. That 

assumes the desired form. As desired. Like a prostitute. It’s the seasonings, the genetic 

engineering. Meat that risks being nothing in order to be everything. What strange habits 

these humans have, thinks Felix, they eat things that taste like other things, they don’t 

demand the real one, but it seems he’s wrong because the list of products continues on 

the display until it arrives at Natural PanCarnis, “the original flavor of PanCarnis, from 

city pigs,” either “fresh, five years old” or “cured, salame.”  

“From city pigs.” 

No grass and acorns here. 

“Fresh, five years old.” 

“Cured, salame.” 

Loin, ribs, belly, shoulder, neck, blade, hock, jowl, bacon, leg, foot, head; pork 

chops, butt, cottage roll, spare ribs, fresh picnic shoulder, smoked picnic shoulder, fresh 



ham roast, pork blood sausage, lard. So many pork products ⟶ in the city, on the marble 

of the masters and the plasterboard of the servants, in the conurbation of the forebears 

and that of the offspring. In the wake of the fathers, in the mold of the sons ← pork meat 

is sold, pork is bought, pork is eaten, and the pig falls to the floor in the bazaar, his 

shoulders against the floor of the world, his eyes wide open on the world, his mouth wide 

open to the world entering Felix’s new life, Felix, pig without memory, without 

knowledge, the pig that today sees ⟶ a hologram over the belt and the PanCarnis, like a 

twentieth-century advertisement, shows a woman inside her house in a mushroom in the 

city center, in her feeding zone, cutting a slice of salame not very different from the one 

in the peasant’s hut in the woods, and offering it to her son, who puts it in his mouth, 

tastes it, chews it, and says “good!” with his eyes. 

“The original flavor of PanCarnis, from city pigs.” 

The NormoLimbers say good with their eyes while, on the floor of the world, 

crouched against the shelves like someone playing hide and seek, belly on the floor, brow 

on his foreleg, Felix screams, No! What is this? he moans, What’s happening? The 

hologram continues. Prosciutto from the mother’s hands into the child’s mouth. 

Delicacies. Happy faces. The NormoLimber’s good manners. The clichés. The flavor of 

meat. A new flavor. Mortality. Barbarity. Power. Window-dressing. Hypocrisy. The price 

of meat. I don’t want to watch. I don’t want to know. Astro Eclipse™ white light. The 

dazzling color orange. The truth. Human taste, human gluttony. The condiment, the 

preserve. Peppercorns between the teeth, dregs of skin. Fat. Salt, thirst.  

He hears himself weeping. Hears a lament. From below. A grunting lament. Tears 

fed by a lament, growing by spontaneous generation. They swell. They stoke. Now a 



robot comes to life. Comes forward from the moving belt, staying in the middle of the 

aisle. Looking down. Where the lament grows louder. The tears explode. Desolate, and 

hearing himself aggrieves him. Shrill, explosive weeping. He listens, hears nothing else 

to listen to and so he weeps. Brow on foreleg so as not to see. Belly on the floor. Cold 

knees. Snot blocking his breath. Moans gushing from his throat, needing to breathe but 

choking. 

The robot bends over, sees the pig. Teeth, dust, claws. The truth. The desolation. 

The derelict under the shelf. Life, a journey from the past that ends up in this cul-de-

sac[f1]. The tears have only tears. Eat tears, drink tears, breathe tears. Tears that refuse. 

Tears in revolt, without the strength or the violence. Tears that hunker down and don’t 

want to be seen, but inside the body (nature) the individual reacts, escapes and screams 

by weeping. With every sob, every convulsion, he evades a feeble tamer. It was pointless 

to cower. Useless to weep between the wall and the shelf. Superfluous to hide his eyes 

under his foreleg. By now the tears were public. The pig’s lament in the bazaar of the 

humans, between cuts of meat and robots. Tears on stage. 

The robot is studying him: a crouching pig weeping in the bazaar, where he 

shouldn’t be ← the order comes through to take him away. The weeping, following the 

order, rises to a shriek. Now there’s a drumming from the gondola aisle. Footsteps, 

robotic heels. Things moved. Impatience. Something falls. The weeping doesn’t cease. 

Now the tempo changes because vocal cords and throat are tired. Moans bounce up like 

tiny meatballs between pauses. Silence, meatball moan, silence, meatball moan. Felix’s 

tears rummage around in Felix’s body. Scours through the caverns seeking agreement: 

am I right to weep and despair? And finding agreement emerges, weeping more. 



Weeping, the tears make sense. Anyone listening will understand why he’s 

weeping. But what do his tears say? Do you hear? The message? Signs don’t emit 

sounds. There’s a soldier on a shingle of blood, body mangled, leg uprooted; first he 

shouts, now he’s breathless, soon he’ll be gasping. The tears protest. The footsteps are a 

galloping pack, and now they stop. The pack is here. Three more robots join the first. 

Two grab Felix’s right hoof. Two, his left hoof. They drag him. A pig rug. Felix thinks 

only of weeping. He refuses to stand. He goes limp, won’t walk. The robots hoist him up 

by his spine and lift him high. Plastic hands like spring and mattress; now Felix is on his 

back near the ceiling. In the light, the white, the weeping. 

The move begins. Toward the exit. Felix alive and howling but holed up behind 

his eyes and in tears. Transferred in silence. The only sound his weeping. Felix lifeless if 

not for the tears that seep into the pores of his skin, soaking it, enter through his lips into 

his breathing, moaning mouth, and drip down even onto the robots. They graze past the 

merchandise. In the long aisle. His (absent) gaze is overwhelmed by salami and beef 

steaks. Felix on his back. His legs slip, hang down, brush the robot shoulders. His inert 

hooves signify surrender. The hooves confess the strength he lacks. Not even hooves. 

Call them hands. Red cheeks. Sweat. A grin deforms him until it becomes a sneer, and 

joins the wail, which, in a singsong rendition sounds like mockery, like hysteria, like 

laughter mixed with tears. But he’s not laughing at all. He’s weeping. 

His whole body is palpitating. Not just the heart. The stomach, the chest, the 

lungs. The carotid artery. The jawbone. Going forward like a slow backstroke down the 

aisle. If there were water to carry him and a light current instead of the robots, the water 

carrying him would weep too. Tears would be his river. Not that it’s so different now, the 



way the tears are coming. Snout pointed ceilingwards, bald pink hatless head, jaws 

drooling, claws limp, the pig focuses on what’s crushing him (reservedly and wordlessly, 

apart from the weeping): I’m all alone, and who wouldn’t be on finding he’d been put on 

this earth to work and then one day, to be eaten?  

Here was the exit. Natural light. The fuzziness of the outskirts. They go down a 

flight of stairs. Felix stiffens, he’s like a cadaver. He opens his eyes. Sees the spires of 

SkyTown. The robots put him in a MightyJet. Two robots get in. The MightyJet 

disappears. Inside, Felix switches off the damaged memory channel, the memories of 

today and yesterday, removes the recollections and the traumas that are now orphans of 

his mind (foster mother) and of reality (natural mother). Felix is now excused. Will he 

speak, will he weep again, will he blow the whistle on them?  

Quiet now, the pig is resting.  
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